Database load balancing based on workload replicated partitioning in social networks
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Abstract: The Major issue of Database Load balancing is commonly observed in Social Networking Applications. The proposed system will Empower the solution for Database load balance issue by optimal workload Partitioning and effective retrieval of distributed data. The Proposed system will dynamically analyse the Multi-way relations in Multi-user operational system as well as this algorithm will effectively implement unique partitioning and selective replication method. The synchronization policy for recollection of data will be one of the additional features of algorithm. The Algorithm will be implemented on central server and accordingly central server can use the storage space of the other servers of social network system. The central server will maintain the database logs for different transactions. Ultimately the proposed system will minimizes total response time of social network system and also provides one convenient & secure way for the user storage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s many online applications that have very elemental importance to database because whole application runs on data stored or real time data. Online social network is also a kind of application which have been increasing database availability requirement. Some database systems like Not only SQL [1] implements data partitioning and replication to achieve Scalability and availability. This database ignores the relations among the data and leads to redundant replications and significant communication overheads during query processing, which degrades the performance [2], [3], [4], [5]. To overcome the problem of performance degradation number of approaches based on modeling the social network structure and user interactions have been proposed. These approaches emphasize on interactions between social network users via two-way relations [4] [6][7]. Whereas some operations like multicasting the feeds to all connected users are more expensive than operations that only involve bilateral interactions.

In this Survey, we claim that hyper-graphs are more suitable for modeling these multi-user operations and multi-way interactions. We can also say that performing partitioning and replication in a single phase enables more accurate cost prediction and better load balancing. In this approach modeling the span (number of activated servers) is highlighted.

we focuses on close-to-optimal query scheduling algorithm while performing replicated partitioning, and hence observe true balancing and cost estimations at the end of our replicated partitioning scheme.

In analysis, we observe that –

a) server load imbalance
b) the total number of I/O operations (read and write operations)
c) the number of servers processing a query (query span), have direct correlation with the performance of the system.
Hence, we focus on these metrics for possible improvements in query performance.

After selective partitioning and replication method for data distribution in social networks by utilizing the workload and time information. This approach values the time of interactions between users and predicts the interactions that are likely to occur in the future. We can say that simultaneous partitioning and replication (replicated partitioning) of this hyper-graph model can accurately target the objective of reducing the span of multi-user queries, subject to load balance and replication constraints.

After doing replicated partitioning, we decode the obtained result as a data-to-server mapping in hyper-graph model. This will reduces the average query span and amount of increase in I/O load due to replications by respecting to a user-provided threshold on the replication amount and by performing selective replication.

This proposed algorithm will be implemented on central server, so that it can use storage space of sub-servers for replicated partitioning and efficient retrieval of data. This central server also facilitates for events logging, by which one can see the different partitioned blocks of data going to different servers and at the time of retrieving that data how synchronization is done actually.

II. RELATED WORK

Many of NoSQL systems use either hash-based or range-based or combination of both partitioning schemes. range-based partitioning divides key-space into ranges and each range is assigned to a server and if required this key space replicated to other servers. So this become an advantage of range-partitioning by which two consecutive keys are likely to come in the same partition, which is beneficial when range scan type queries are frequent. It generally maintains a map that stores information about which servers are responsible for which key ranges.

Hash-based partitioning simply uses the hash of data to determine the responsible server for storing that data. Consistent hash rings are a blend of range- and hash-based partitioning schemes. Many of NoSQL systems such as Cassandra [8], Dynamo [9], Voldemort [10], and Riak [11] uses either hash-based or range-based scheme.

Servers in Cassandra cluster are arranged in ring format and data stored is according to ring analogy. Individual ring is divided into several ranges and each server is responsible for one or more ranges. As new server joins Cassandra, it is assigned a new token, which determines its position on the ring and the range of data, to which this server is responsible for.

Cassandra uses Random Partitioning, which uses the MD5 hash of each row key to partition, and Ordered Partitioning, that uses row key for a sorter order in various servers. In database partitioning data items are represented via nodes, transactions are modeled via edges. The partitioning objective is to minimize the number of distributed transactions. The major key areas of proposed social network partitioning schemes are graph-partitioning, modular-optimization and random partitioning.

There are different parameters to measured Partition qualities such as the number of internal messages or dialogs. Many times real time data is taken for test. For small partition counts, graph-based approaches are shown to perform superior, whereas for large partition counts, modular optimization algorithms perform slightly better. Replication in this scheme enforces much replication and can lead to high I/O loads [3].

III. WORKING SCHEME

Our proposed algorithm uses social network and interactions between users. This is used to predict the user actions that are likely to occur in the near future. Using these predictions, we perform a selective replicated partition of the user data. we propose a replicated partitioning for constructed hyper-graph and interpret the partition result as a solution to the Selective Replicated Partitioning for Minimized Server I/O Problem.
We maintain log of queries and the log contains information on the timing of the events. Algorithm divides the Events into time periods and utilizes the activities in the previous periods, so the objective is to identify the pattern and frequency of the activities that are likely to occur in the next period. We then partition and replicate data according to this prediction. The scheme refers more recent time activities than older one to map the predicted events and queries.

The proposed scheme contains activity hyper-graph for models the read and write requests. The hyper-graph successfully distinguishes the read and write requests performed by the same user in different time by placing separator symbol for such requests. Basically proposed scheme determines the pattern of read write requests to balance the load in distributed environment. When these chunks are partitioned and replicate at different servers in distributed environment, central log maintains the concurrent entries of transactions happening in database system.

While retrieving the necessary data on read or write request, synchronization policy take it back by their original sequence. Above mentioned read/write operations take long time to execute so minimizing the total response time, balancing data load to different distributed servers, implement unique partitioning and selective replication method effectively, are some key objectives of proposed system.

IV. CONCLUSION

Database load balancing using replicated workload partitioning uses hyper-graph model for partitioning can be used for data partitioning and replication in social networks. The proposed model basically focuses on multi-way interactions between users social network operations. this model can overcome the problem of latency, throughput, and scalability by achieve improvements over hash- and graph-partitioning-based approaches The basic overhead in Hash-based approaches is communication but it can work well in distributes workload and parallelism.

Hyper-graph partitioning approach can deal with maximum I/O in distributed environment. Our approach performs partitioning and replication simultaneously to reduce the number of servers processing queries while respecting load balancing and I/O load constraints under replication.
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